
Multiparadigm Simulations in Modeling Spread of Lyme DiseaseGilbert Chen, Boleslaw K. Szymanski Thomas CaraoDepartment of Computer Siene Department of Biologial SienesRensselaer Polytehni Institute University at AlbanyTroy, NY 12180, USA Albany, NY 12222, USAEmail: fheng3,szymanskg�s.rpi.edu arao�s.albany.eduKeywordsCombined Simulation, Continuous Simulation, Dis-rete Simulation, Eology, Di�erential EquationSolver.AbstratThis paper disusses tehniques for linking di�er-ent models in simulating omplex systems with ex-pliit spae representation. For suh systems, it isonvenient to deompose simulation into interatingparts whih are then desribed by di�erent submod-els. Some of these submodels are naturally desribedas disrete event systems while others are easier torepresent as a set of partial or ordinary di�erentialequations. The size of modeled systems neessitatesparallelization to ahieve aeptable exeution time.Hene, tehniques for multiparadigm simulation mustonsider the most hallenging ase of linking paralleldisrete event simulations using optimisti protoolswith a solver of partial di�erential equations in two orthree dimensional domains.In this paper, we disuss �rst how an existing par-allel disrete event simulation an be linked with apartial di�erential equation (pde) solver to form a sin-gle simulation in presene of rollbak mehanism. Animplementation of the rollbak for the pde solver isdesribed. For ase of linear subsystems, we designeda fast reverse omputation algorithm. For non-linearequations, the ost of reversing omputation is largerthan the ost of forward omputation in the pde solverpart.Next, we desribe further funtional system deom-position in whih a Parallel DES model is divided intosubsystems, eah desribing a di�erent type of entities.We demonstrate that suh deomposition results ina di�erent kind of synhronization requirements thanthe �rst approah.We illustrate the new multiparadigm approah bysimulating the spread of Lyme disease, a biologialproess involving several interating speies whih dif-fer in size and in the spatial and temporal sales oftheir population dynamis.

1 IntrodutionCombining disrete-event simulation with ontin-uous simulation an be advantageous, sine omplexsystems ommonly inlude both disontinuous andontinuously varying proesses. A disrete event sys-tem onsists of many types of entities, eah of whihhas a set of attributes and undergoes a series of transi-tions that are instantaneous in time, that are referredto as events [6℄. In ontrast, a ontinuous system isomposed of a set of state variables assigned to a spa-tial domain and hanging ontinuously in time. Thespatial and temporal hange of state variables an berepresented by a set of partial (or ordinary) di�erentialequations.As an example, onsider a seaport in whih man-agement of ship movements and anhoring an be bestdesribed by the disrete subsystem. However, at dif-ferent sale of details, the aeleration and veloityof eah ship is inuened by the weather and waterurrents whih are best desribed by the atmospheriand shallow water ontinuous subsystems [13℄. Anexample that we use in this paper is the spread ofLyme disease, whih we desribe in Setion 2. Otherexamples inlude air traÆ ontrol, highway man-agement systems, population dynamis of omplexeosystems, et. Hene, multiparadigm simulationtehniques are important in reating detailed modelsof omplex, multi-sale systems and in linking exist-ing partial models into an integrated model of moreomplex phenomena.Although some tehniques have been devised fordeveloping ombined disrete-event/ontinuous simu-lation, mostly in eletroni iruit design and traÆontrol systems [2, 7℄, most of them fous on ontin-uous systems with �nite number of ontinuous statevariables. That is, the state variables are only repre-sented as a funtion of time, and not of both spaeand time. In this paper, we onentrate on the sys-tems in whih suh simpli�ation is not possible andin whih the state variables of a ontinuous subsystemare de�ned over a ontinuous spae. In the sample
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appliation that we used here, the spread of Lymedisease, spae is two-dimensional. However, our teh-niques will apply equally well to systems with three-dimensional spaes.In this paper, we onentrate on linking existingmodels with the minimum hange to the underlyingsubsystem models. Suh approah has an added ad-vantage of enabling developing new appliations ontop of existing software. This aelerates the design ofa simulation model and minimizes the ost of softwaredevelopment. More importantly, reusing an existingsoftware that is likely to be repeatedly run and testedfor orretness inreases reliability of the integratedmodel.2 Lyme Disease Simulation
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Figure 1: The yle of Lyme DiseaseWe applied multiparadigm modeling to simulationof the spread of Lyme disease [3℄ The disease reentlyhas beome prevalent in the Northeastern UnitedStates [1, 11℄. People may aquire the disease afterbeing bitten by a tik infeted with the pathogen, aspirohete. The visible inidene of Lyme disease in-volves humans, but the epidemi is driven by a yleof infetion between tiks and mie. If an infeted tikbites a suseptible mouse, the latter beomes infeted.The disease then an be transmitted from an infetedmouse to the next generation of tiks, ompeting thenatural infetion yle; see Figure 1. The tik life ylehas three stages; they hath as larvae, transform intonymphs, and mature as adults. Larvae and nymphsprefer feeding on mie. Adult tiks feed on deer, wherethey mate. The seasonal yle of infetion begins inlate spring and lasts 180 days, whih sets the simula-tion duration [4℄. Larvae the feed suessfully and be-ome infeted overwinter; they emerge the next springas infetious nymphs and the yle begins again [12℄.We previously built a Parallel Disrete Event

Systsm [5℄, in whih mie and deer are modeled as indi-viduals, and spae is disretized as a two-dimensionallattie. We treat tik numbers as \bakground," afeature of eah lattie node. Tik numbers are om-puted independently at eah loation, so that theirdensities hange disontinuously, even between neigh-boring loations. We assume that tiks are immobile,but an be arried from one lattie node to another,as a disrete group, by the mobile hosts upon whihtiks feed. The simulation ses the optimisti proto-ol. To redue the overhead inurred by rollbak, itemploys Breadth-First Rollbak to limit the numberof events that need to be rolled bak in response to astraggler [5℄.2.1 Linking Di�erent ModelsA more aurate model requires that tik densitiesvary ontinuously in spae. sine tiks are dispersed bytheir hosts, the dynamis of tik-stage densities followa set of partial di�erential equations. Inorporatinga partial di�erential equation solver diretly into theparallel disrete simulation ould be extremely diÆ-ult, beause it hanges fundamentally the nature ofdisrete event simulation; typially, the whole programhas to be redesigned.Alternatively, a separate pde solver an easily bebuilt using either a standard or ustomized numerialpakage. Then, the pde solver and the parallel dis-rete event simulation work ollaboratively as a pairof server and lient. Sine the pde solver is more om-putationally intensive than the disrete event simu-lation, it works as a server. To implement ommu-niation between pde solver and the parallel disreteevent simulation, an adaptor is inserted between thetwo. Whenever the disrete event simulation needsto aess the density of tiks, a request is sent to thepde solver, whih an then deide whether or not torespond immediately based on the timestamp of therequest.The Lyme disease appliation demonstrates an ad-vantage of multiparadigm simulation of biologial sys-tem. It provides an eÆient way of integrating or-ganisms with small body size and huge densities withmuh large and onsequently less densely distributedorganisms.Eah of the models an be parallelized by domaindeomposition. An interesting property of suh par-allelization is that eah subdomain needs to ommu-niate only with the orresponding subdomain fromthe other model for linking these two models together.The ommuniation between subdomains of the samemodel is native to eah model simulation (see Fig-ure 2).
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Figure 2: Communiation patterns in parallelized multiparadigm simulations. Straight line represent intra-modelommuniations while arhes show inter-model ommuniation2.2 Modeling TiksIn Lyme disease simulation, �ve state variables rep-resent �ve types of tiks as shown in Table 1.A(x,y,t) Uninfeted adult tiksa(x,y,t) Infeted adult tiksN(x,y,t) Suseptible nymphsn(x,y,t) Infetious nymphsL(x,y,t) Questing larvaeTable 1: Five types of tiksTo desribe the tik population, we use a reation-di�usion model. A reation term summarizes spatiallyloalized proesses of birth, death, and when appli-able, developmental advane and infetion transmis-sion. The parameters of the reation terms are in-dependent of spatial loation. Di�usion terms involvethe seond-order partial derivatives. Di�usion approx-imates biologial dispersal of tiks in response to theoverpopulation.Equations are:�A(x; y; t)�t = ��AA+DA � (�2A�x2 + �2A�y2 ) (1)�a(x; y; t)�t = ��Aa+DA � (�2a�x2 + �2a�y2 ) (2)�N(x; y; t)�t = ��NN +DN � (�2N�x2 + �2N�y2 ) (3)�n(x; y; t)�t = ��Nn+DN � (�2n�x2 + �2n�y2 ) (4)

�L(x; y; t)�t = � r(A + a)[1� (A+ a)℄� �LL+DL � (�2L�x2 + �2L�y2 ) (5)The meaning of parameters is shown in Table 2 It�A; �N ; �L Mortality rate of tiksDA; DN ; DL Di�usion oeÆientr Per apita reprodution CrowdingTable 2: Tik parametersshould be noted that the di�usion equations lak termsfor developmental advane and infetion. Adults andnymphs only die and di�use. To represent the owbetween stages, we set initial densities of suseptibleand infetious nymphs at t = 0. At t = 90 days, larvaehathes as suseptibles and at t = 180 days, they areounted as next year's nymphs.3 Partial Di�erential Equation SolverTo solve the above partial di�erential equations, wehose fully disrete methods whih disretizes in bothtime and spae dimensions [8℄. In a fully disrete �nitedi�erene method, the ontinuous domain of the equa-tions is replaed by a disrete mesh of points and thederivatives are replaed by �nite di�erene approxi-mations.Fully disretized method is not the most eÆient,but it is well suited for our simulation beause it ismost amenable to rollbak implementation. In theLyme disease, the entire simulated two-dimensionalspae is divided into small ells whose size is 20 by 20



meters (this is a home range of a mouse whih inludesa nest and the foraging area). The tiks are assumedto be dispersed evenly within every ell. If the pdesolver disretized spae with larger mesh ells than thedisrete-event simulator, the larger ells would inludedisontinuities resulting from the disrete-event simu-lation. This would make omputation by any methoddiÆult. In the fully disretized method we used, on-vergene to the solution is guaranteed if the time stepsatis�es the ondition: �t < (h2=(2)), where h is thegrid size and  is a oeÆient. The loal error is of theorder O(�t) +O(h2).As an example, equation (1) is rewritten as:A(x; y; t+�t) = A(x; y; t)+ �t � f��AA(x; y; t)+ DAh2 � [A(x+ h; y; t) +A(x � h; y; t)+ A(x; y + h; t) +A(x; y � h; t)� 4 �A(x; y; t)℄g (6)where �t is the time step and h is the mesh size. Theauray of the approximate solution depends on �tand h.3.1 Rollbak of PDE SolverMain diÆulty of linking parallel disrete event sim-ulation that uses an optimisti protool and the pdesolver is a rollbak, during whih a simulation mustbe restored to the state representing the simulationtime smaller than the urrent values of the simula-tion global lok. Linking pde solver to the rollingbak parallel disrete event simulation requires thatthe pde solver must have the orresponding reoveryproedure.Rollbak mehanism in a pde solver is also neededwhen multiple disrete event simulations are linkedwith one pde solver. For example, in Lyme diseasesimulation, a pde solver desribing tik dynamis andrive several disrete event simulations, eah model-ing di�erent kinds of speies. To ahieve both exi-bility and extensibility, eah disrete event simulationshould have no knowledge of others and run indepen-dently. Thus, the only way to synhronize them is byforing a rollbak of the pde solver.The easiest way to implement rollbak is savingstate variables in the memory. However, pde solversare very memory-onsuming. For large sale system,there might be not enough memory to save even oneextra opy of state variables. Saving state variablesto disk is very ineÆient beause of the low I/O speedrelative to the speed of the modern proessors. Hene,the most eÆient solution is to design a rollbak algo-rithm for pde solver that does not require extra mem-ory.

3.2 Reverse PDE SolverThe task of rollbak in a pde solver is to alulateA(x; y; t) when given A(x; y; t+�t). One approximatesolution ould be:A0(x; y; t) =A(x; y; t+�t)��t � f��AA(x; y; t+�t)+ DAh2 � [A(x+ h; y; t+�t) +A(x� h; y; t+�t)+ A(x; y + h; t+�t) +A(x; y � h; t+�t)� 4 �A(x; y; t+�t)℄g: (7)The value of A0(x; y; t) omputed by this equation isnot the original value of A(x; y; t) beause we replaedall A(x; y; t) terms in the right hand side of equation(6) by terms A(x; y; t + �t). However, if we applyequation (6) again on A'(x,y,t) we obtain:A0(x; y; t)! A0(x; y; t+�t):Sine we know the di�erene between A(x; y; t+�t)and A0(x; y; t +�t), we an re�ne A0(x; y; t + �t) asfollows:A00(x; y; t) = A0(x; y; t)+[A(x; y; t+�t)�A0(x; y; t+�t)℄:Similarly, we an re�ne A00(x; y; t) iteratively byomputing A(x; y; t), with eah iteration step essen-tially as omplex (in terms of omputation involved)as the omputation of A(x; y; t + �t) from termsA(x; y; t). Hene, the ost of the rollbak is typiallyhigher than ost of the equivalent forward omputa-tion.4 Fast Rollbak for Linear SystemTo get a good auray, reverse algorithm often re-quires tens of iterations per time step, slowing theprogress of the entire simulation. This ost an beavoided if the underlying equations are linear beausepde solver an use then a muh faster rollbak algo-rithm. We will demonstrate this algorithm on theexample of A(x; y; t) in equation (1), but the onlyproperty that we use in the demonstration below islinearity of equation (1), so the approah is appli-able to any linear partial di�erential equation set.Suppose that at time t = a an event is exeutedthat hanges the solution to A0(x; y; t), suh that atA0(x; y; a) = A(x; y; a) + C(x; y; a). After the systemprogresses to say time t = b > a omputing A0(x; y; b),it is noti�ed that this event is being rolled bak so thisevent must be undone. As a result, we need to �ndthe value of A(x; y; t) at time t = b, that is, we needto �nd out A(x; y; b).Sine A(x; y; t) and A0(x; y; t) satisfy equation (1),the funtion R(x; y; t) = A(x; y; t) � A0(x; y; t) also



Reversing without Reversing withIterations Linear Rollbak Linear RollBak Speedup5 5.660 3.553 1.596 6.643 4.119 1.617 7.599 4.715 1.618 8.479 5.419 1.569 9.441 6.011 1.5710 10.457 6.439 1.62Table 3: Exeution time of two algorithmssatis�es this equation beause it is linear. In moredetail, for equation (1) we have�R(x; y; t)�t = �A(x; y; t)�A0(x; y; t)�t= ��AA+DA � (�2A�x2 + �2A�y2 )+�AA0 �DA � (�2A0�x2 + �2A0�y2 )= ��AR +DA � [�2R�x2 + �2R�y2 ℄Of ourse, the initial ondition of R(x; y; t) is�C(x; y; a) and it obeys equation(1). Thus, it anbe obtained in the following way:1. �rst, set the R(x; y; a) = �C(x; y; a), i.e., to thenegation of the e�ets of the event that needs tobe undone;2. next, run the same forward omputation as usedfor equation (1) until t = b, obtaining R(x; y; b);3. �nally, ompute A(x; y; b) = A0(x; y; b) +R(x; y; b).Note, that the only equation (5) is nonlinear in oursystem. There are three state variables in it: A(x; y; t),a(x; y; t) and L(x; y; t). Thus, we an divide the sys-tem into two subsystems: one onsists of equations (3)and (4), and the other of equations (1), (2) and (5).The fast rollbak an be applied to the �rst subsystem.The pde solver rollbaks will run faster if we ap-ply the breadth-�rst rollbak [5℄ and notie that it isnot always neessary to run the bakward omputa-tion on the entire spatial domain. In fat, a disreteevent impats immediately only a limited area andonly later it spreads with a limited speed through thespae. Hene, knowing the speed of the speies in-volved and the di�erene between the urrent simula-tion time and the rollbak time, the a�eted area an

be found and the rollbak omputation applied onlyto this subdomain.The speedup of this fast rollbak algorithm is shownin Table 3.5 SynhronizationSynhronization is a entral issue of the multi-paradigm simulation. Inappropriately designed syn-hronization protool often leads to poor performane,or even ompromises the �delity of the simulation.Multiparadigm simulation has attrated a ertainamount of interests, espeially in the area of eletroniiruit simulation. Peter Frey et al. have proposed twosynhronization protools that are apable of linkingan optimisti disrete event simulation with a ontin-uous simulation [9, 10℄. However, these two protoolsquikly run into diÆulty when applied to a spatiallyexpliit simulation in whih typially the average num-ber of disrete event ourring during one exeutionstep of ontinuous simulation is large.In other words, the disrete event simulation on-tains a large number of objets eah of whih under-goes frequent ativities. If there are few events our-ring during one step of ontinuous simulation, then itis not neessary to deompose the simulation into dif-ferent models beause the operations assoiated withproessing eah disrete event are relatively inexpen-sive, thus there would be a severe imbalane betweenthe di�erent simulators.Consider the ase in whih the number of disreteevents is muh larger than the minimum number ofsteps of ontinuous simulation that an produe suf-�ient auray. If eah time proessing an eventsent from disrete event simulation to ontinuous sim-ulation requires the ontinuous simulation lok tobe advaned exatly to the timestamp of that event,the amount of omputation would beome enormous.Therefore, we propose an approximated synhroniza-tion protool where the size of step in ontinuous sim-ulation is independent of the disrete event simulation(however, it ould be �xed or adaptive). When pro-essing a disrete event, an approximated version ofthe state variables in the ontinuous simulation is a-



Number of Exeution time Exeution time Speedupproessors before improvement after improvement1 1330 835 1.592 1082 572 1.894 886 420 2.116 884 380 2.32Table 4: E�ets of Improvementessed. In our implementation, the latest version witha timestamp that is smaller than the timestamp of thedisrete event is hosen.This synhronization protool doesn't redue theauray signi�antly beause the spae domain hasalready been approximated in all spatially expliitsimulations. Neither does it ompromise the �delityof the simulation if and only if the orret order ofevents is preserved.5.1 Further ImprovementIn our �rst implementation, we used a somewhatineÆient but simple synhronization sheme: eahtime the pde solver wants to progress from time t totime t+�t, it must wait until all the disrete eventsearlier than t+�t have been proessed.The improvement beomes possible when we no-tied that we always keep two opies of all state vari-ables: one orresponds to time t, the other orrespondsto time t+�t. The forward omputation only hangesthe state variables at t+�t, while the proessing of in-oming disrete events is based on the state variablesat t. Therefore, in the new synhronization sheme,the forward omputation begins as soon as the simula-tion time is advaned to time t. In the meantime, thepde solver still keep reeiving the events from the dis-rete event simulation and proessing them. After theforward omputation is �nished, the forward ompu-tation is redone on loations hanged by the reeivedevents.The performane of this sheme greatly depends onthe number of disrete events that arrive during a timestep of the pde solver. If there are too many events soalmost all loations have to be reomputed, we an-not bene�t from this improvement. Fortunately, thenumber of events in our disrete simulation during astep of ontinuous simulation is muh smaller than thenumber of loations. Thus, this sheme improves theperformane by a fator of 2, as shown in Table 4.6 Future Diretion6.1 Multi-DES Model ApproahThe modeling approah that we desribed so faruses an existing parallel disrete event simulation,

whih models both mie and deer. However, thereare no diret interations between mie and deer. So,it is advantageous to onsider representing these twospeies in separate models. One advantage of suh rep-resentation is the model extensibility. New speies anbe easily added to the simulation as long as there isno diret interation between new and urrent speies.Another advantage of this approah is a possibilityfor a new parallelization strategy. In the �rst ap-proah, multiple proessors work on di�erent frag-ments of spae. In ontrast, in multi-DES model, thedi�erent proessors an be employed to proess di�er-ent speies. As a result, the synhronization betweenontinuous simulation and disrete event simulationshanges. In the �rst approah, two events oming fromdi�erent proessors an be proessed simultaneously,beause they are independent of eah other. However,in the multi-DES approah, an event might be de-pendent on the event from another proessor, if theseevents happen near eah other in spae.The simplest sheme to address this problem is toproess only events with smallest timestamp, but thiswill introdue unneessary synhronization betweenproesses, thereby defeating the the e�ets of paral-lelization. A better solution it to send the event to thepde solver as soon as it enters the event queue on thedisrete event simulation side. Although this methodinreases the ommuniation overhead, the pde solverhas the information about future events. Based onsuh information, the pde solver will know whether itis safe to respond to inoming events from other pro-essors (to a limited extent though, beause it is stillpossible that event will arrive with a large delay thatan ause a rollbak in the pde solver).6.2 Mobile Federated Simulation Ap-proahThe reusability issue of simulation programs is be-oming more and more ritial as the number andquality of available systems inreases. Simulations arehard to verify, so the existing programs whih havebeen used and tested for years are more valuable andtrusted than the new ones. Therefore, it is bene�ialto adopt a federated simulation approah to reate



Figure 3: Mobile Federated Simulation Approahlarge sale simulation by integrating several ompo-nent simulations.We propose a new federated simulation approahthat is di�erent from High Level Arhiteture (HLA).In our approah, every simulation is required to pro-vide a federation interfae. For an existing simulation,this interfae must be provided by a program thatwraps the original simulation. An interfae onsistsof de�nitions of methods and events. By aessingthe interfae, the designer of the federated simulationis able to ontrol the omponent simulations and ex-hange information with them.This approah doesn't need to be built on top ofCORBA or DCOM beause the interfae is only al-lowed to be aessed loally. An interfae an be im-plemented in di�erent ways. For instane, on a shared-memory arhiteture mahine, an interfae using di-ret memory aess an be employed instead of theone based on TCP/IP in order to maximize its eÆ-ieny.The interfaes are only open to mobile agents,whih are responsible for federating the simulation.Simulation programs are diÆult to move freely arossheterogeneous platforms beause portability of largeprograms is diÆult to attain. Thus, one way togreatly improve the reusability is to utilize mobileagents to interat with omponent simulation.

In this paper, we illustrate our mobile federatedsimulation approah on the example of Lyme DiseaseSimulation, shown in Figure 3. In ase (a), the inter-ation between mie and tiks are of interest so twoagents are built to link two simulations. In ase (b)and (), only individual simulation models are studies,requiring a single agent in eah ase.This approah demonstrates a more exible way tofederate simulations than HLA. No standards on howto federate are required therefore the mobile agentsan hoose the best method to aomplish it. In addi-tion, it upgrades existing simulations into simulationservers whih would help to build large sale simula-tion.7 ConlusionsIn this paper we have studied a multiparadigm ap-proah that links a Parallel Disrete Event Simulationwith a Continuous Spatial Simulation. We have shownthat the rollbak of the ontinuous simulation is ne-essary. A reversing algorithm for a pde solver provesto be useful if there is no enough memory for a state-saving approah. Also, a fast algorithm that utilizesthe property of linear system is desribed, whih isable to speed up Lyme disease simulation by a fatorof 1.6. For a pure linear system, this algorithm an bevery fast.To redue the overhead of linking two models, we
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